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Granberg chainsaw mill guide rails

New 10Foot EZ-Rail System from Granberg! The best way to make the perfect first cut with Granberg Mill, now even better! It comes in two 5' sections. It allows easy transport and increased versatility. Improvements to the proposal include: A longer rail system at the same price. One-piece dog board hinge for easier assembly. Four members of the cross for
greater stability. P65WARNING Part number and name: G1010 – 10 Foot E-Z rail. Used for: G778, sizes 24-84, G777 Small Log Mill. Fits: Can be used with any horizontally oriented mill. Larger partitions are available for logs that are larger than four meters in diameter. General description: Aircraft class aluminium rails provide a stable surface that connects
in seconds and is easily leveled from left to right, forward and backward. The transverse parts are adjustable along the entire length of the EZ rails. Use description: Hammer in dogs attached to cross members, set levels using a screwdriver or drill, then start milling made in the U.S. Picture is not available to recolor: Mill lumber with chainsaw! Granberg
Alaskan sawmills have been making lumber for over 50 years, and their proven design has been used in almost every country around the world. This highly portable milling system is designed to go anywhere you can get a chainsaw, whether it's your backyard or the rear forty. This unit easily clamps the chainsaw with bar key (included) so you can switch
from standard cutting to milling in minutes. This mill makes plates up to 12 thick and up to 20s wide. Updated MK-IV Alaskan mills now come with new CNC-machined front end brackets! These new end consoles are more accurate, easier to adapt to, generate less vibration than the old die cast version, and are virtually unbreakable. As with all our chainsaw
mills, you can reduce any length of log or cant. Including instructions. We recommend a set of boards holders to assist in the first cut to the log. Match the mill and the biggest log you'll be cutting. Small logs are a heavier mill with larger mills. The mill is adjustable for narrower cuts. Maximize the productivity and versatility of your Granberg Mill with our range
of reliable and functional attachments. The quality and accuracy of milling production will be improved with granberg specially designed accessories. G850 BALL RAIL BRACKETS For maximum milling accuracy with AlaskaN Mk III or Small Lumberjack, the initial cut must be smooth and balanced. A set of rail bracket boards helps create the perfect guide for
the mill to follow. Just connect to 2 lengths of 2 x 4 wood (not included) to complete the guide rail system. This includes screws and two-headed forming nails to secure the diary system. &gt;&gt;&gt;Buy Now G1010 EZ Rail System 10FT (3m) New 10Foot EZ Rail System from Granberg. The best way to make the perfect first cut with Granberg Mill is now
Better! It comes in two 5' (1.5 m) sections. It allows easy transport and increased versatility. Suitable Suitable G776 Alaskan Mill MKIII 24 to 84 and small log mill G777. Aircraft-level aluminium rails provide a stable surface that connects in seconds and is easily leveled from left to right, from front to back. G478 ALASKAN NAVIEDČ Alaskan ® system is a
liability reel for the Alaskan mill. The increased mechanical advantage of this tool makes milling easier and the cut is smoother. It also has a unique lever arm anchor system that allows you to cut down to the end of the log. This lightweight design is easy to attach to the mill transverse rails and is incredibly strong and durable. Alaskan ® system includes a
winch, 11.5 m rope and a lever arm anchor system. Allows the user to cut up to 5.5m (18ft) long log! &gt;&gt;&gt;Buy Now*Mill and Chainsaw are not included* G975 HELPER HANDLE Designed for use with any of the Mk III models, auxiliary handles are designed for 2 person operations on either single- or double-finished guide rails. Helper Handle provides
greater safety and control for the other operator on mills over 36 and increases the versatility of two-sided guide rods by allowing operation with one powerhead. It comes with a roller and bearing for mounting on two-end rods. &gt;&gt;&gt;Buy Now G801 AUXILIARY OILER KIT Proper oiling of the auxiliary chain results in greater chain life and increased
production. The auxiliary set of oil oils from Granberg consists of a tank tank, mounting bracket, clamps, valves and hoses. The oil auxiliary oil kit connects directly to the Alaskan Mk III kit in minutes and is recommended for projects where one powerhead with guide rails higher than 36 is used or where the wood is milled flavoured or hard. The oil auxiliary kit
supplies additional oiling directly to the guide panel and chain. &gt;&gt;&gt;Buy Now CASHHubbard is a martial artist and freelance photographer living in the mountains of New Mexico.Turns out you don't have to buy stock rails for your chainsaw mill after all. Photo Dejan Zakic at UnsplashIn the mountains of New Mexico, pine trees are a challenging but
elegant material to work with. Dense bark makes cutting trunks extremely difficult, but the result is exceptional: After cutting, pine slabs are beautiful and sturdy. I ordered an Alaskan chainsaw mill so I could mill my own lumber for projects that include a covered porch deck with a ramp for my father, a Mexican style shade structure, and a back porch deck. In
this article, I will detail how to make home rails for Granberg Alaskan MKIII Chainsaw Mill with the following information: Identification Materials Welding Finding the necessary hardware Screwing braces on struts to make rails cutting wood using rails portable saw mill can simplify the hard work of working with wood in the desert. Kevin via Flickr Mill is where
the wood is cut for use for construction and construction. Needed lumber pieces for my projectsI needed for the mill: 1 decking 2 x 6 boards 6 x 6 pillars corbel blocks 6 x 8 some price comparison research, I decided to create rails to slide the mill apparatus out of a nice direct lumber instead of buying rails. Making Rails for My Granberg Alaskan MKIII
Chainsaw MillAfter getting the mill I decided that I didn't want to risk milling bad lumber, so I made my own 12' rails. Here's how I rail for less than half the cost of the manufactured 9' rails it's recommended you buy with Granberg Alaskan MKIII Chainsaw Mill.1. Identifying The Right Materials He was in the hardware store looking for a ladder because I saw
that someone had used half the extension ladder as rails for their chainsaw mill. I needed to mill 10'log, so the rails must be longer than the log. I was looking at buying a 24' ladder so I could use the 12' section. At $150 a pop, I thought it would be a waste of a good ladder and I felt cunning. Since they don't hold ladders in the aisles, I found only what I
needed while snooping around the back of the store where they keep over-sized things. Electric struts are used as metal framing for electrical, HVAC and other work. I bought three 10' pieces and cut one of them into six 1' partitions and two 2' pieces to weld at the ends of the remaining two 10' power struts.2. Welding power strutsYou will not grind from thick
cutting edges! Nice to have a welder when you need to attach two sticks of steel together. I usually hire my mate to do my welding, however, I can make a few nasty welds that hold! Mark the holes for cross braces. The holes in the power struts channel have 2 pitches on-center. For perspective, cross braces at the ends placed on 1 foot from the end to skip 6
holes. The cross pattern of rails and transverse braces requires seven braces when building rails from the power strut. Made with Sketch.ioThe pattern of holes and brace weldsIt is useful to weld braces in the pattern. I welded the rails in the following pattern. The diagram above also details where I placed braces on the struts. X = Cross holes X 11 holes X
11 holes X 10 holes X 11 holes X 11 holes X 6 holesVolkes needed to form rails.3. Hardware for building RailsI use large screws that could be tools with the most common tool every sawer has: a chainsaw tool! Do not forget about muscular pads and nylon lockable nuts. Rails can be modified to be closer together for smaller logs on-site, I can only imagine
doing it with hard wood, otherwise, skinny trees are not worth milling. DIY Chainsaw Rail Price BreakdownItemQuantityPrice (each)Price Total10' Power Strut3 $20 $60Hardware (1 5/8 Screw, Two Washers, Two Locknuts)12 Sets $1.25$15Time for Two Welds, Edge Grinding, and Screwing3 HoursFree! Price:$754. Screw braces on struts make railTwo
chainsaw tools work well for screwing together rails and brace struts. You will need to slip each tool at the ends of the channel and replace it through each screw again as you Press. I set all the hardware in place tightening; before fastening the clamp down slowly. I took my time to square all the cross pieces with one side then doing the other went really fast.
12' Rail Finished ProductMounting Blocks for your RailsScrew and level (side to side) mounting block then add 1 block to the space and level the rail end to the end. I used four 1/2 long screws to attach rails to braces. Adjust the screws and voila! Make sure they do not penetrate your cutting plane. Check the surfaces to make sure they are leveled. Check
again after each end is fixed, and check a third time to be sure. For my records, I leveled my trailer with a center blocked log so that I wasn't having to make adjustments with small angles. Blocks to support rail TrakyChainsawing shoes and using small pads turned out to be the best method for estuating my rails on the log. On cone-like logs, using a small
pitch block on a smaller diameter end helps eliminate the transition of the grain end-to-end. Of course, the cuts at the rough end are deep enough to make a level with a small end and will require cross-cut shoes for the second and/or third cross braces closest to that end. Checking the level from side to side at both ends is critical to demotion. Log and Rails
Pre-Cut5. Milling Pine with New RailsPo first cut and shimmering to keep it from pinching the saw. For the first cuts, I found that shimmering is not as necessary if you are going to airplane boards as I will do. When milling bead-sized cuts, heavy plates definitely need to be shimmed as you go. The beginning of Log Lopped OffStaining Boards is a completely
different story. Treating your new platesTreated this lumber with Cedarshield then staining it with a nice red stain. This wood will soon be torn into decking. Add a few photos of surface decking material and complete the deck soon! Do you have a chainsaw mill? Do you make your own rails? Have you tried to build these rails? I'd like to hear about it! Leave a
comment below. This article is accurate and true to the best of the author's knowledge. The content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not replace personal advisor or expert advice on business, financial, legal or technical matters.CommentsShawn on November 7, 2019:My setup is the same principle except that I used a 12' piece
of industrial cable tray Bill Moss on August 3, 2018:I Have an Alaskan saw, try to figure out something for rails like you. That's a great idea!!! Richard Sanders, February 27, 2018: Yes sir, I've made my own rails that I've still used, but I'm sure they'll work well, thinking about the idea much better than the Dale board on April 17, 2016: What type of string did
you use? Thanks for using it? Thanks
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